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Abstract
In the history of mankind, symbols and symbolism has always been used, to express certain ideas and
concepts. Meanwhile, the use of geometric shapes had special place. In geometric symbols, the circle is a
symbol of integrity, excellence, integrity, spirit of the times, balance and perfect geometry. This begins-less
and end-less form, with its circular motion, could be the vehicle for profound ideas in religious and mystical
worlds. By entering into the world of modernity, in the last two hundred years, the root of many old and
traditional thoughts appears to be broken, but using basic shapes, especially circles, in the visual arts and
modern schools of art became more common. The reason of this claim is the use of many art schools like
Orphism, cubism, constructivism, abstract, elementarism and even minimalism, of forms in fundamental
creation of art. In this article the author, by analyzing works and attitudes of artists that have most used
these forms in each period and school of Art, has discussed the evolution of mentioned ideas and institutions
below this form and trails this footprints until the post-modern and contemporary art. In the end, the result
is that however, in the present era and by de divinity of ancient symbols, an evolution has appeared in
human thought, but these seemingly simple forms could be the best vehicles of symbols of contemporary life.
Human concerns of our time, such as industrial life, car era, the war, the importance of the heavens and
galaxies, attention to the unconscious, the progress of psychological science, satellites and flying saucers
are concern that are identified for making picture in imagination and visualizing optical forms to present to
audience. And artist has chosen modernity of circular form in basis form.
Keywords- Circular, rotary form, Basic shapes, Age of modernity, Modern art, Abstract form
“Point is life. It is the main picture of expression, an extremely small circle and is the smallest form of time”
Kandinsky
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1. Introduction
Circular1form, since that, man looked at the sky and sees the sun, have historically been regarded by man.
And although according to the culture of each society, it pulls particular meaning on its backs, but among
the most ancient civilizations, a concept equivalent to the sun, has become a symbol of divinity.
“Circle, such as sphere, is a symbol for the universe and the heavens and God in the East and West” (Hall,
2004). In many ritual works of art of the past this rotating role can be searched. For example, in the iconic
role result of Confucian thought, the main unifying agent (Yang) and the passive (yin) was represented in a
circle divided into two semi-circular paisley design (Pakbaz, 1999).
Circle has meaning just by its center, an "origin" that everything emanates from it and tends to it. So, the
circle and the center are among the fundamental secrets. In most civilizations, an eternity is imaged in the
shape of circles, wheels and" Ouroboros2". The circuit represents one of the most important aspects of life,
unity and universality and efflorescence and perfection (Dobokor, 1994).
In philosophical thought, circle because it has no beginning and no end, implies eternity. The humanists3 of
the Renaissance, according to a full shape of circle, have it likened to God. And map of the floor of the
churches, especially the sixteenth century onwards, was in circular shape4 (Hall, 2004).
With the start of the modern era in the first half of the twentieth century, artists trying to get rid of academic
art and tradition of naturalism extract, created fundamental change in standards and aesthetic concepts and
technical principles of art. Although modernism, in the negation of traditional values, created fundamental
change in the social status of artists and art works (Pakbaz, 1999), but the significance of circular forms in
modern and contemporary art still remains. So that forms of circle and rotating designs, have perhaps most
applicable to the rest of the figures in the last two hundred years. Of course, this does not mean that all the
artists who have benefited circle form in their paintings, had an esoteric meaning and specific concept in
mind and intended to spread certain attitudes using this form, but each artist, according to his soul and his
universal view, which, in combination with his spirit, has manifested special meaning, benefited from this
beautiful and mysterious form.
In fact, it can be said, symbolic simulations can have different concepts for various ethnic groups. At least in
the art, the symbolic simulation, which rarely has a fixed and stable core, has a concept that beyond the
various religious and social environments. This does not mean, denying the existence of main species of
unconscious as symbolism, but to consider them and become aware of their limited importance in relation to
visual arts (Pakbaz, 1999).
Each artist is aware Foundations of Visual Arts, but by the creation of art and the involvement of the
unconscious and improvisation, that is highly regarded in modern art, each line, shape and color added on
canvas, can be a window into the mind of the artist. On the other hand, the meanings of artworks are often
multiple. The question of the artist does not solve the problem. If an artist tells a story about his intentions,
we must understand that this issue was said when, against whom and for what purpose. We should also
know that multiple readings of his work are permitted or not. The greatest concern of the artist in his studio
is following his job. When he analyzes his motivation, he is involved in other type action and at least he
should partially take the role of an observer. He may be under the influence of speeches and other writings,
perhaps he is pleased to see, while he has no the conscious participation in daily issues, his work became
prestigious, because its advantageously relationship with such issues. It is interesting that most of the artists
reach maturity and sophistication in the forties (Acceptable balance between work and ideals), it means the
period of time after the end of their most active participation in movements, that they were joined to due to
their time. Sophistication and maturity, requires that some of mobility to be reduced. Artist is relaxed and
placed after leaving behind years of experience and dedication cause of his inquisitive, which in art, as in
life, does not mean self-denial, but it means activating inner talents (Lynton, 2004).
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In movements of recent times, circle is the basis of the abstract art and cubism and movements known as
contructivisme5 and orphisme6 (Dobokor, 1994). In impressionism7 movement, attention to the physics of
light is the most important principle of the coloring. And it is not unexpected that circular form of sun,
which is the source of light in the world, can be seen in many landscape paintings of impressionist artists.
For example, Claude Monet8, like other Impressionists is admirer of brightness and beauty of the sun and
has presented sun only as clean and clear ring (Dobokor, 1994). Sphere and circle are one of three imagined
forms of Paul Cézanne9, as fundamental elements in the universe, he creates nature with cylinders, cones
and spheres, for which in the three-dimensional space, the sides of every object and every facade, be tended
to the central point and thus the eye, at the end of the look and long investigation will be centripetal. In any
oranges and apples and marbles and skull, is a climactic point (Dobokor, 1994).
Circular disk of the Sun was one of the most popular patterns of Vincent van Gogh10.His sun showed
paintings, begins with his arrival in the State of Provence. His sign Seeder (1888) is bathed in light that
shines from huge halo painted by paintbrush in the form of concentric circles. Bright ball shines the sowing
earth, suggesting that the heads of grain have ripped now. In view of plowed fields, golden and fiery circles
are scattered like waves of light and cover the entire sky. Stars, which become rotating suns and are painted
by rotating brushes that accelerates their rotary motion, dance crazy in the painting Starry Night (June 1889)
(Pic 1) and turning the sky a vibrant urge.

Pic 1.The starry night, Vincent van gogh, 1899 museum of modern art
Van Gogh writes: "If the brightness, the symbol of goodness, faith and truth, thus the sun, which is the
maximum source of the light, cannot be anybody except God”.
The role of sun is visible in the works of many artists of the last two centuries:
Henri Rousseau11, in painting the virgin forest at sunset (Pic 2), paints blood red orb picture of the setting
sun. In a strange scene, so that guerilla attacks Indian man and wants to eat him.

Pic 2. Exotic landscape fight between gorilla and Indian, Henri Rousseau,1940 museum of fine arts
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Andre Masson 12 is painter of burning and fiery balls of dawn sun on the dry rocks of Montserrat. Max Ernst
13
is the painter of pale sun, which will appear above the petrified trees of forest (same). He in collection of
grass bicycles and empty bubbles has mixed a large number of amoeba-like circles together on painted on
the dark background of Panel. Circles that their neighborhood, bring marine animals and shellfish spotted to
mind (Ahmad Maleki, 2000).
In the aftermath, circle was not imaged always as pregnant role with meaning, having a dominant and
overcome position, but circles or circular symbols 14, asymmetric and symmetric have categorical filled
panels.
2. Modernist form
The extent of early modernism was trans-cultural and trans-historical. Two of critics of Bloomsbury15Group,
Clive Bell16, and Roger Fry's17have cited the most important aspect of art as “form”: in Bells’ opinion
"Significant Form"18 and in Frys’ opinion “Expressive Form "19. In Bell's and other’s view, the values of
modern art, founded by Cezanne, was liberation. Such art, through an emphasis on visual form, makes it
possible to relief from academic tradition. It was claimed that the impact of such forms on the sensitive
viewer, apart from whatever were represented, is comparable to effectiveness of sound in music. It can be
easily find out how such a mindset would cause approach to an utterly abstract art20, an art which was
cleared from descriptive or narrative art and influence on the viewer as "visual music". If we go back,
something explicitly, such as video statement, that introduced abstract world to the world, was “Black
Square” of Kazimir Malevich21 that was screened in December 1915 in Petrograd. Malevich and Mondrian22
benefited from cubism facilities. In their paintings, they led distinct elements from world around, to the
abstraction. But this process of visual analysis, had limited capabilities. The result was an art that although
was abstracted from the reality, but it was originated in genres such as landscape, portrait and still life. What
in fact took place was raising the possibility of creating a completely abstract art, meaning an art devoid of
any reference to the outside world. The visual phase of the artist's work can be described just as follows:
Creative leap into the possibility of creating an image, using a set of abstract elements, instead of elements
taken from the outside world. The abstract-oriented goal was natural looking pictures and liberation from the
shackles of traditional art. But this freedom has yielded its risks that have cast a shadow on abstract art. Who
is qualified to judge the degree of “formal harmonious “or "overall aesthetics" of a particular set of shapes
and colors? The decision was left practically to the artist or the art critic (Wood, 2004).
The result of such thinking was challenging the relationship between language and art. The relation between
language and modern art is an eccentric communication. From one perspective, modernism has removed the
language from art; academic art had its own long commentary and was founded on link between visual art
and literature of classical and biblical traditions. Modernism has interrupted this communication. The theory
of "innocent eyes" or what critics of visual modernity define it as art that absorb only visual sense, has held a
territory that language, with its usual logical implications was removed. In its place, priority was given to
emotions. . On the other hand language was dominated on modernism. Kazimir Malevich, Mondrian and
Wassily Kandinsky23 each wrote a thick treatise, about abstract-oriented theory (Wood, 2004).
In most styles of the modern era, language literally had existence. For example, in the style of cubism, words
were often were existed in paintings and collages. It seems as language is a framework or context for
modern art that is a decisive factor for the conditions and criteria of emotional reaction of viewer and work
of art. Position the viewer initially is determined by the theories and it is only after passing this stage that the
freedom is given to him, to pay attention to his feelings. Part of the revolution of modernism was that the art
was transmitted from the public domain of language and a common narrative to Individual and private
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sphere of emotions. In modernity, emotions appear more fundamental, more natural and more global than
words (Wood, 2004).
3. Rotating forms in artwork
After emerging from the First World War, Europe entered a new era of thinking and view to the world
around. The war has caused the production of leading artists of Paris to considerably reduce. Instead of
agile, heroic and tonic scanning that many had expected, war like a lazy current had appeared stupid and
humiliating. The war had revealed the bankruptcy of the political systems of the West and nationalist that
they had claimed its servicing. Technology had made great contributions in shameful tragedies of modern
war. Does the car have never been able to be so effective and power in the service of peace? In order to prewar optimism and hope, in years of the commonness, and limped reconstruction in economic crisis after the
war, still remains as deep belief in human minds, artist should convert their art to statements about the
material and social progress. Fernand Léger24in the years between 1918 and 1921, painted a collection,
which were very proper expression of such faith. The work "round plates” (Pic 3) was an outstanding work
on this series.

Pic 3.Circle in the city, Fernand leger, 1921, Guggenheim museum
His style is combination (or synthetic). He puts forms together that induce views, roofs, carrier beam, stairs,
stands, posters, passers and light. Basically they are similar to posters. Figures have been provided in a flat
position, while the rounded plates in the middle of the image have the most intuitive force. The consistency
of composition is due to the complexity of horizontal and vertical elements. With all this movement (mostly
due to incomplete forms so that the eye moves from one form to another), space can be felt in artwork. The
forms in all parts of the boards have the same irradiance and thus induce a kind of equality among human
beings. The painting and its set generally provides composite image of the city as a place to work and play
and Current conventional as environment of and human being. Cézanne's is the last great painting, who was
motivated by close contact with eye. Léger, son of a farmer in Normandy, is the first great painter, who
considers the image of life of modern city. And of course what he provides, contrary to the view of
nineteenth-century that consider populated industrial city as inescapable emerged monster, is a positive view
to urban life. His attitude is reminder of that proud feeling that existed in the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries which considers city as the best achievement of human. Through analysis of the elements, with
classic strength, offers an experience, which passes the romantic ideals of hard Futurists (Lynton, 2003).In
the 1920s, he uses almost the same transparent visual dialect for the role of the more traditional sources such
as naked bodies, objects and landscape motifs. In addition, Leger painted two types of boards, which were
almost abstract. The first of them was with titles such as “Cars element” (Pic 4),
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Pic 4.Disk in the city, Fernand leger,1919,Drivate collection
which are visual poems about the beauty of the machines, and the second type are artworks that show flat
geometric forms., that sometimes, included knowable object like painting "Two Gun" (Pic 5).

Pic 5. 2 guns,Fernand leger,1921,Tate gallery
Léger was familiar with Mondrian's works (who lived from 1919 to later in Paris) and also members of the
group of Destijil. The point is that, his movements on both sides of the border between exponentially and
abstraction should not be interpreted as signs of a crisis. Leger was fascinated by the totality of abstract art
and had realized its potential as a supplement to architecture. But not as Mondrian's was interested in
geometric symbolic areas, and was not contributed in the increasing willingness of Destijil members, to
adapt their graphic style with three-dimensional characters of architecture and furniture. Leger belonged to
all the sense in the reality of everyday life. His abstract paintings should be seen as steps towards
development environment, which should be used by humans and evolve by them. Human face, in the face of
these large and quiet areas, should find its rightful state. A nose, an eye, a leg, an arm or coat button will
become an exact reality (Lynton, 2003).
El Lissitzky25 paintings and other works of art as merely one way of expressing perceived goals. His work is
beautiful in its own right, but there was always this feeling for the audience, each of them is part of a
broader project. He wanted to be navigator of arts and general culture in the new one. He wrote in 1932, "all
my creations was an invitation the audience, not to dazzle the eyes, but also as a stimulus for action, to
mobilize the enthusiasm of the great campaigns for the cause of creating a classless society. Technology, of
course, was a guide to Russian structuralists. But Lissitzky25 compared with most colleagues, had much
deeper understanding and he had passed too naive dreamed about cars and bridges. His art points to a more
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subtle and physical art world that is less dependent on ground. However, it is inspired by the forces of the
physical world (Lynton, 2003).He after familiarity with Malevich (1919), created the novel abstract
paintings titled "Proun”26 (Pic 6).

Pic 6. Droun, El Lissitsky,1924, Abraham foundation
Sturdy and yet immaterial nature of paintings of Proun of Lysytsky expresses this view. Proun is a word that
he has invented by his self, and is made from the abbreviation of the phrase meaning "for new art". In these
paintings, certain forms inspired by architecture are three-dimensional forms, rectangles without volume that
are suspended indefinitely in space. Being three dimensional without visual deceiving tricksis represented
using the axonometric image projection. It seems as forms are floating in infinite space without scale
(Lynton, 2003).
"Joan Miró"27 Surrealismartists, in many of his works, such as those women who play ball in the sun,
Carnival of Clowns (1924), Dutch Interior (1928) and poet (1940), plays circle and ring like sleight actor.
His compositions is the repetition of circles and round shapes and rotary input, these light and dark rounded,
twisted and in fluid state shapes, cover vast spaces of almost single color paintings (Ahmad Maleki, 2000).
He uses canvas as big or small screen retelling words; he puts spots on the page and rubs it, to give it an
visual existence, before adding the various types of signs and symbols. His signs and symbols are suspended
in a vague and shallow space created by the patch. by viewing his works it is felt that the statement is read to
someone special, whose language and verbal arrangement has personal tone, same as inner revelation of its
master of language(Lynton, 2003).
Simplicity of Joan Mirós’ spaces and application of basic shapes such as circles is reminiscent of
suprematism paintings of Malevich. But Malevich's paintings are extrovert and tend to cosmic space and
what painter thinks as, general and impersonal truth. . If Malevichs’ white screen is an outer space, Mirós’
screen is a familiar wall with graffitis that tells Personal story of our lives. Miróworks in his paintings with
totally abstract forms, which are always the symbol of his experimental senses and may not have references
to his animal life. But sometimes his used signs and forms have no referent (Pic 7).

Pic 7. Blue, Juan miro, 1961, center pompidou metz museum
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A few scattered signs in the background, defines the identity painting. It appears in this bare painting, each
element of form or color has its highest possible value. This savings in the form, on the side of generosity in
color and size (Pic 8) is post-war painting characteristic of America (Lynton, 2003).

Pic 8.Hermitage, Juan miro, 1924, Philadelphia museum of art
Paul Klee28 always sees color as base of painting and is after complete acquaintance with it. Nearly ten
thousand of his works are listed. It can be difficult to find common characteristics among all of them from
the perspective of stylistics. Some of them are abstract (Pic 9) and some of them are Kaleidoscope.

Pic 9.Full moon, Paul klee,1939,stangel gallery
Since painter explores some motif forms, it seems that in many of his works, elements of exponential
(figurative) has the last position. His connection with blue rider group has caused him to be consider as an
expressionism, also because of teaching many years at the Bauhaus he is also known as elementarism.
Surrealists artist, because of the instinctively and automaticity of Klees work, consider him as one of their
allies (Lynton, 2003).
Artworks of Klee show that how the most rational character of modern visual language can be a means of
making secret. He is not one of the secret theoreticians like the surrealists that rely on the conceptual and
literary topics, but he applies the purest achievements of expressionism and cubism. To prove the point that
there are mysterious and hidden truths behind of this visual world surrounding people. Klee does not
recreating the world, but he obtained his solution through observation. His view does not stand on the
limited nature; he goes deep and pulls calculations and passwords form objects and natural structures and
prepares mind for actions comparable with formation of nature. The fundamental point is, understanding the
formation processes of nature. Artist through critical reflection abd recreation the formation processes of
nature can actively deal with it. He sees nature as a model for the organizing visual elements of art. Paul
Klee seeks to fill the gap between him and the world in some romantic and idealistic way. . He says: I am
seeking some distant point in source of creation there I predict a formula for humans, animals, plants, earth,
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fire, water, air, all forces and life cycle. Klee, in order to provide mental image let himself entirely to the
Induction power of visual elements. He begins her image without any purpose, during the act of painting, a
memory, a recognized association or a re-recognizable thing happen. He identifies his visual action with
concrete experience or poetic thought. The name of the artwork is the last poetic metaphor,
Misunderstandings on green field is an image of manifestation of a psychological state that has been made
of intuitive use of elements. And therefore does not have an explicit meaning. However, through lines and
subtle colors, irony concepts and sometimes warning can be pulled out (Pakbaz, 2002).
Klee is also participant in this eras’ public concern about rationalism behind today's industrial civilization,
as it is the way of some psychologists. By drawing primitive shapes and symbols (Pic 10), he attempts to
open ways to the depths of human nature.

Pic 10. Death and fire, Paul klee,1940,Zentrum Paul klee, Switzerland
Klee, such as Carl Gustav Jung, his compatriot psychologist, it seems that he has accepted the existence of
common sense, which is presented in ancient signs and patterns that date back to the period before history
and in every corner of primitive folk art. He shows his interest to "ideograms"29 in his paintings (Gardner,
1986).
In his work, he shows a similar dichotomy that is the basis of his work, from his daily memories of his youth
to his published journals and his educational versions, always emphasizes on this topic, that art is not an
object but a process, this means that the artist, first prepares its first source of life, he sows its seeds and then
takes care of it and he nurtures it until it reaches full growth. The paintings are born. Painter is pleased
because he has contribution in the existence of object that he grows. But this requires broad knowledge and
skill supernatural (Lynton, 2003).
Klee does not show any signs of mysticism of Kandinsky and Mondrian. However, he believes that he is as
close as possible to the creation. Let all things grow; both in the realm of material objects and in the
psychological realm of coordinated actions, and earned a large motivation of his conviction. Man in art,
finds the appliance of being fruitful and in harmony with nature. From this perspective, he is complicit with
"Hans Arp"30 (Pic 11).

Pic 11. Mustache hat, Hans Arp, 1923, museum of modern art
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But while the Arp is pleased of reflecting natural forms, Klee wants to reach nature of visual effects of
natural phenomena, by studding the micro and macro aspects. According to one oh Klees’ student, he
emphasized on need to understand the mystery of creation forms, accurate tracking for creativity between
complete organism and its origin, as far as is will be possible for a person to recognize such secrets
(Gardner, 1986).
In this regard, he said: The role of art is not to represent emerge, but is creating the phenomena. In his last
years he created his most resonant, very genuine innovation in which the elements of lines combine with
color and creates a harmony between two basic interfaces of dialect. Some of them clearly speak of war and
death, like painting "black, still in its place" (Pic 12), which is a prophetic painting, an enamel painting on
canvas piece that is colored without precision.

Pic 12. Yellow composition, Alfred wols, 1947, Private collection
And it largely reflects the primitive and ill-considered action related to American abstract expressionism31,
which is raised as an artistic movement about eight years after this painting. The painting of Klee is a small
sign. American paintings are bigger and so completely different creations. But it can safely be said that the
Klee had an effective role in emergence of this movement. The real difference between Klees’ work and
American paintings which seem similar is in the intention expressed by their creators. Klee's painting; there
is no personal revelation (Gardner, 1986). Paintings of Alfred Woles32 in the final years of his life, like
"Blue pomegranate"33 (Pic 13),
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Pic 13. Blue grenade, Alfred wols,1946, pompidou center of modern art
blends sensitive and graphic quality of works of Paul Klee with freely and more refreshed look to different
objects. He was very fascinated by the bold and highlights colors on the canvas, so that the marks of
exaggerated color in some of his works, seems totally distinct from the field and look for the cutting and
scratching. This attraction goes so far that sometimes other materials join boards in addition to the
background color. In total, tissue similar to the effects of "bounties" is created, which is discussed in
following (Lucie-Smith, 2001).
Art "Ben Nicholson" 34 was rooted in still life and generally nature. He has told about one of Miró's works in
1932 or 1933: The first free painting that is before my eyes and had a profound effect on me. As it remains
in my mind, beautiful white clouds was almost round on a deep blue background with a brilliant blue line
somewhere "( Lynton, 2003).
His works that was obviously abstract became the part of the international flow of abstract art and
elementarism. They do not show anything but round and rectangular forms (Pic 14).

Pic 14. Abstract 11, Ben Nicholson, 1932, Tate gallery
They are not pure, precise and impersonal forms, but are handmade forms that have no exact measurement
and no placement. These spaces are not so rational and clear, that an elementarism work deserve. The
relationship between a part of a composition and other departments for observer it is not entirely clear.
Nicholson later said he never deemed his paintings and outstanding designs as a basically abstract work. In
his view, they had no other meaning except roles of still lives, like a plate or a book (Lynton, 2003).
Victor Servranckx35 was a lively leading Belgian artist, whose work reflects a rapid response against the
various incentives, caused by conflicting tendencies of abstract art. "Opus 47" (1923) (Pic 15) is the most a
pleasant
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Pic 15. Opus 47, Victor Servanckz, 1948 museum ragauy des Beaux
painting of a series of compositions of machine forms, which was created between year 1922 and 1924.
Strong composition of this painting, in which most harmony of the gray sources is used, is reminiscent of
how Leger used a machinery forms. But from the collection of paintings, stability is feeling more than the
dynamicity (Lynton, 2003).The painting is comparable with “Laszlo Moholy-Nagy"36painting named AII
(1924) (Pic 16).

Pic 16. Laszlo, Lazio moholy nagy, 1933, Guggenheim museum
But the painting of Laszlo does not accept such an interpretation. We interpret parallelograms as rectangles
that are tended to different directions. In this painting, the size and position of panels in space cannot be
identified in any way. And play of Laszlo questions even understanding the audience of their relative
positions to each other (Lynton, 2003).
Next artist that has created significant works with circular forms is Robert Delaunay37. He is an artist who
often is classified to Orphism school. In fact; Orphism was an internal split of true cubism that was done by
second wave painters of Cubism. First, a nuclear was formed in Workshop "Vion" 38 Brothers that was
formalized as an unsteady flow known as the "golden proportion". They were attracted to ideal proportion in
sacred art, numerical harmonious relations and gold division, and studied the possibility of combining these
ideas with cubism. Prominent personalities such as Delaunay, Léger and Chagall refused to join the "golden
proportion" group, but showed interest in "humanize poetic cubism and the" and its subject. Orphism
fundamental distinction is adding pure spectral colors to crystalline structure of cubist picture. Necessity of
Attention to the color was because that cubism of Picasso and Braque was almost monochromatic
Apollinaire, named Orphism on the new group and thus the term "Orphism-approach" has revived, which
was used occasionally symbolist aesthetics in Paul Gauguin40 assemblies.(Pakbaz, 2002).
Thoughts of Gauguin and Nabi about the independent expressive possibilities of color and NeoImpressionist achievements in the organization of the spectral colors and adventuresome use of bold colors
by "Fauvism"41's, all of them was appropriate application to achieve this goal. Disciplined Cubism uses
color as a part of detailed design. Now color was added to the sturdy construction of cubist image (Haftman,
1976).
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Delaunay wrote about his experience in passing from cubism to Orphism: image separates due to light and
forms levels of lights, which are the basis for describing, but it is only a pretext (Pakbaz, 1999). During his
military service he deals with scientific study of light and color (1908). He was acquainted with "Leger"
(1909) and these two begin more recent experiences of the structure in the "analytical cubism". His series of
paintings “Simultaneous window" (1912), through abstracting pure color levels of the chosen motif, gives it
crystal appearance. Delaunay in continue ofhis experience reaches to absolute abstraction (eg solar panels in
1913) but sometimes he describes a color image of the objective world. He knows Orphism as a logical
evolution of "Impressionism" and "Neo- Impressionism”. And possibly goes under the influence of
"Frantisek Kupka"43 to pure abstraction. His influence in the "blue rider" is remarkable. In the works of
Robert Delaunay, circular shapes have particular importance (Pic 17).

Pic 17. Rythm Robert Delauay,1918, tate modern gallery
And since 1906, appear as landscapes composed of circles and tablets or circular shapes forms of sun.
Delaunay borrows geometric variable and unrestricted movement from analytical cubism, to make his
paintings more spacious and more dramatic. Paintings that their original features are expressiveness through
the use of dynamic color. The spirit of these paintings and to a wonderful level, Delaunay’s work, evokes
impressionism42.Another set of pictures that were pulled in 1912-13 years, in terms of expression (or
expression) rely on colors and curved and rounded shapes and do not represent any specific content. Hence
they are abstract paintings that evoke no other motifs except the feelings and associations that they have.
Delaunay uses words like "Sun and Moon" in the titles of his paintings, thereby, makes his paintings more
understandable and to protect them from the superficial interpretations and devoid of taste. On the one hand
he likes painting with the musical language, and on the other hand, does not want to sever his ties with the
realities of everyday life. This view led him to adapt his art with these two conflicting tendencies (Lynton,
2003).
Kupka is one of the pioneers of abstract art, which could extend his career. He had on 1910 his first abstract
painting experience (Pic 18) and in his work used flat color surfaces without any descriptive function.

Pic 18. Circles , Frantisek kupka,1930, tate modern gallery
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Kupka probably sooner than Delaunay, performed colors and abstract music (Pakbaz, 1999), but he was
under Delaunays’ shadow. Wassily Kandinsky as well, especially from 1926 onwards, the date on which he
celebrates in his sixties, in Munich a book called: point, line, surface, printing a series of circle that circles is
called (Pic 19).

Pic 19. Heary circles, Wassily Kandinsky, 1927
In some of his paintings from that era, he draws circles such as the constellations of colorful circles that halo
sometimes surround them. These circles of color arise and spread like soap bubbles form of astronomy or
meteorites in space (Dobokour, 1994).
Wassily Kandinsky views in a group of blue rider and his Expressionist tendencies, caused the rider Indigo
survivors of blue rider, in the years after World War II, to have orientation to theorizing and abstraction,
more than ever and eventually cause a new trend in modern art that became known as abstract
expressionism. This term generally about the movement that has taken shape since World War II America
about art. American modernism, in post-war, mainly was defined in the form of a school of "abstraction
behavior"45 (Wood, 2006). Works of artists of this school all depends on understanding the origin and the
need for a "clear indication and individual effect"46 (Wood, 2006).
In this school, although in most works of abstract expressionism, paintings devoid of ideas and lacking in
fundamental ways are seen such as geometric forms, but in some works of artists of this movement circles
can be observed that although the side edges have not a specific view but induce circular form in mind. One
of these artists is "Adolph Gottlieb" 47.
Abstraction-oriented expressionism approaches in Gottlieb's works, which are in many ways reminiscent of
the works of Mark Rothko, had strengthened to a considerable extent. His paintings like "Frozen Sounds
Number 1"48 paints a brief public view (Lucie-Smith, 2001).
These paintings is made of dark color background, with the bulk of shapes and lines that are twisted, that
above them volumes of astronomical and astrological rounded forms - including dark and light circular, oval
or round deformed, are floating boundless in sky (Pic 20) (Ahmad Maleki, 2000). In this work, and works of
this kind, Gottlieb will be very close to way of "Rothko"49, while in his exquisite stated method, implies to
the concept of judicious use of element of ambiguity and overall expanded forms of the paintings of
"Motherwell"50. Gottlieb favorite artist "Lucian Freud"51tends he to kind of symbolism his work led by
cosmic signs. Similarities dominant form in the works of Gottlieb with Joan Miro paintings in the late 1930s
requires deliberation and careful consideration "(Lucie-Smith, 2001).
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Pic 20. Exposicion, Adolph Gottlieb,1968, Guggenheim museum
Other remarkable achievement of Gottlieb is creating a collection with name of explosion. In each of these
cosmic landscape paintings can be seen that generally circular or oval-like on the top of an element is used
as a sign of sun and beneath it a shattered and exploded form is visible"(Arnoson, 1996). In this collection
which is reminiscent of "Franz Kline"52 is, among the twisted colorless and formless designs of bottom and
colorful light of rotating shapes on the top, a dramatic contradiction can be seen. From the painters of
"middle generation"53 without a doubt, "Jean Fautrier"54 is considered as most original, the most important
and the oldest one. In his exhibition, held after the war in 1945 "Gallery in Vienna"55 a "series of works
called" hostages"56 (Pic 21) were demonstrated.

Pic 21. Head of Hostage, Jean fautrier, 1943,museum of contemporary art, usa
The topic that was visible from the appearance of" hostages", goes back the huge flow the extradition of
prisoners and soldiers in the postwar years (Lucie-Smith, 2001).tangible relief of the painter in the painting
and raised quality of painting surface, has turned an increasingly attention to it. By observing this work of
selfishness in contrast with the dynamism and inherent energy of French painting can be felt, but this feature
can also be considered a genuine innovation. These paintings are the first steps toward "non-formal art"
57
and this is the way that has dominant in the next decade (Lucie-Smith, 2001).
Although circle is not seen in the series of hostages and as mentioned, on-formal art is born from the same
period, but the concept of "rings" is used to induce war captivity. The absence of regular full circle and
generally recognizable form can be interpreted as protest of artist to war and captivity.
With the decline of abstract Expressionism, a movement raised which on the one hand was due to
experience of expressionistic abstraction, and on the other hand is deeply rooted in European art of the
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1930s and 1920s.Understanding this process requires an understanding of the way in abstract painting,
which boundaries are quite distinct from each other or "decisive edge"58. Exactly contrary to the works of
artists such as "Mark Rothko" in which levels and margins in the range of vague shapes and color areas are
invisible. In this way, colored substrates, are perfectly smooth and uniform and plain paint instead forms,
levels and color fields. One of the artists of post-painterly abstraction, who used rotary the forms in creating
his works, was"Kenneth Noland" 59.Nuland, preferred the new methods blot on painting on canvas. He was
one of the last painters of post-painterly abstraction movement. The first important role he chose to work,
aiming composed of a number of circles inside each other. He named this set of concentric circles to
"Kantabyl" 60(Pic 22).

Pic 22. Contabil, Kenneth Noland, 1962, gugge light, guggenhiem museum
Michael Freud says in this regard: Blank canvas paintings of concentric circles of Nuland plays the same
role that Newman areas are painted on large images. In general, these works creates in the viewer a sensory
and perceptual thrilling that before him only painters was able to create such things that their images would
occupy the entire surface of the panel (Fried, 1965).
“Jasper Johns "61has also set of paintings named as "target shooting" (Pic 23) similar to the paintings of
Nuland.

Pic 23. An allegory of painting (dart) Jasper jons, 1955 museum of modern art
He has created works that were composed of concentric circles. The difference between the works of Nuland
and Jones is that Nuland works with fading outer edge of the last of the circles give a sense of move and
rotate to the viewer.
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Other artists, who continue the process of post-painterly abstraction movement in his painting, using the
rotary form, can be noted as Frank Stella62. He is abstractionist American artists of the second generation,
who combines in his works, paintings and size (Pic 24).

Pic 24. Ring with light, Robert morris, 1990, Berlin exhibition
Stella works is a symbol of an important gap caused by the confluence of the modernist and anti-modernist
avant-garde movements and was the form factor for creation conceptual art. His works was "principleoriented"63that threatened modernist painting and at the same time made had reflection on the pinnacle of
materialism. The importance of this work during the crisis of modernism, and the emergence of conceptual
art was that it was confirmed by Donald Judd, sculptor minimalist and by Michael Freud. Michael Freud in
perhaps one of the most complex and obscure efforts to develop a language for modernist painting, in the
article "shape as a form of" 64 says about the Stella: The artist with the gap between "literal shape" 65
"depicted shape" 66 managed to create a new and powerful solidarity in form that can arise a faith of
aesthetic value in viewer. As if Stella is successful to authorize originality. But to Judd, the result is
apparently contrary to the view. The result of this work of art is what Judd has named as "specific objects" 67
and the world knows it as "minimalism" (Wood, 2004).
In contemporary art and post-modern, basic shapes such as circle are used in the creation of post-modern of
artworks. . As examples of the art "Minimal Art"68, which began in the 1960s particularly in relation to
three-dimensional works in the United States of America, seeks to explain the re-issues such as space, form,
scale and scope. In this rationalist method in the composition, the original geometric forms such as sphere
and cubes with large dimensions are used. Robert Morris69 minimalist sculptor (Pic 25)

Pic 25. Ring with light, Robert morris, 1990, Berlin exhibition
says “Simplicity in form does not necessarily means Simplicity on experience. In fact, equal shapes do not
fall artistic relationship, but on the contrary they give unit order and structure. This relationship has
existence both independently and in solidarity with each other in minimalist painting (Morris, 1996).Other
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artist in the contemporary world, who was inspired in his work by circular and spherical forms, was "Anish
Kapoor" 70 (Pic 26).

Pic 26. Passage , Anish kapoor, 1993, museum of contemporary art
He was Hindi-born artist, who continued his artistic activities mainly in the UK. In his own way he used
amalgamation of two ways of freestanding art and minimal art. His simple sculptures, like "passage"71
reminder ritual objects of India. Kapoor is heavily influenced by the thinking of creating an empty space or
"vacuum-playing" in sculpture. According to him, a volumetric basis is inherently contained of a mysterious
vacuum. "(Lucie- Smith, 2001)."Ferdinand Kriwet"72is another contemporary artist that has used language
and circle form at the same time in creating his paintings (Pic 27).

Pic 27. Skalkottas , Ferdinand kriwet, 1949
During the sixties and seventies of the twentieth century, he created a collection named "round tables", in
which the disks and overlapping circles of Latin letters, shapes and graphic signs and intersecting lines, big
and small, on the basis of circular form had come together.
It is certain that many artists over the past two hundred years have used circle form in their works, and each
of them is somehow inspired by the swirling circle. But the name and works of each of them in one article is
not possible. And here we were trying to point out some of the most famous one.
4. Conclusion
In this paper by reviewing various works, rotating circular forms were analyzed at various schools and it was
trying to illustrate similarities and differences between the attitudes of each work.
The result is that passion and desire to the structures which are based on the combination of rotating circular
surfaces, and creating a sense of movement, freedom, divinity, vastness and freedom from restrictions, in the
last two centuries has led artists, in each school, and with any attitude of this form, to use it for their own
mental world creation.
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With the arrival of Modernism and removal views of reality in the creation of art and tend to create a mental
space and automatism, the artists who deny restrictions of the walls of the world and modernity, the wish of
freedom and liberation in the form of mysterious celestial satellites, astronomical forms, UFO, satellite and
perhaps magical halo lights which in the rotation and continuity, get away from stagnation and inertia, And
have used it in the expression of subjectivity and mental space thanks to simple round shape, find their
personal avatar and move their art as a mental dynamic.
Free movement of brush and anger Aegean and drop plans which are observed in the works of Cubism,
Orphism, expressionism and other schools are clear examples of this desire of freedom.
It is obvious that during recent history, when the idea was for it to express its deep-seated visualization, is
inspired by simple shapes. The circular form due to endless manipulation, illusion, the sense of continuity
and stability, carries a lot of meanings. These two conflicting procedures in simple form, especially circle
surged to new meanings for it in different periods and help it reconcile with each approach and embody the
creative expression. As Rilke said, "Everything is far away and circle does not close anywhere".
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6. Appendix
1 - Cricle
2 -Ouroboros: Snake biting its tail
3-Humanists
4 -The most obvious example of this can be seen in the dome of St. Peter's Basilica in Rome .Category
chorus of angels that represent the sky,Are circular or semi-circular shape, as a Taoist and Buddhist
symbol, heaven and earth is shown respectively by a circle within a square
5 -Constructivism: School of modern art based on geometric shapes, abstract, straight lines and bulky,
and integration components originality. This art style that gets its inspirationfor creation from the
technical principles of modern science is called non-object art.
6 -Orphism: One of the two split ways of Cubism (1912), which emphasizes on color and light and has
more abstract aspects.
7 -Impressionist: The first modern art movement and the phenomenon of nineteenth century European
art.
8 -Cloud Monet: The leader of the Impressionist movement .
9 -Poul Cezanne: The post-impressionist style painter that became the father of modern painting,due to
his efforts.
10 -Vincent van Gogh: Dutch post-impressionist painter school that has been dubbed the father of
Expressionism .
11 -Henri Rousseau: Artist of naive art
12 -Andre Masson: one of the most new artists of impressionist.
13 -Max Ernst: one of the most important artists of Surrealism.
14- The movement of the rotating circular in its place
15 -Bloomsbury: Group of writers, English thinkers and artists between 1907 and 1930 in house of Clire
and vanes. Adrian Stephen & Virginia Stephen Woolf in Bloomsbury district of Luzon that was
participated in philosophical discussion.
16 -Clive Bell
17 -Roger Fry
18 -Significant Form
19 -Expressive Form
20 -Abstract
21 -Kasimir Malevich Russian painter and founder of Supremacist school in abstract.
22 -Piet Mondrian: The influential painters in the evolution of modern abstract art as well as the
mainstream propagandists on movement called Destijil of abstract art Netherlands
23 -Wassily Kandinsky: Russian-born artist, one of the first people who used his own oriented
abstraction in painting.
24 -Fernand Leger: One of the creators of Cubism, which reached a certain style of new realism.
25 -El Lissitzky: The most prominent Russian artists who have intermixed ideas of Suprematism and
constractism.
26 -Proun
27 -Joan Miro
28 -Paul Klee
29- Ideogram: simple signs and graphics so that is rich in subtext.
30 -Hans Arp: abstract surrealist painter.
31 -Abstract Expressionism
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32 -Alfred Wols
33 -Blue Pomegranate
34 -Ben Nicholson: An English artist who pursued Paris currents with greater vigilance. At first he was
influenced by Picasso and then Joan Miro.
35 -Victor Servranckx
36 -Laszlo Moholy-Nagy
37 -Robert Delaunay
38 -The Marcel Duchamp, Raymond Duchamp Vion, Jacques Vion.
40 -Pol Gogen: Post-impressionist artists who later Nabi group that offered the symbolism according to
his works.
41 -Fauvism: The first art movement of the twentieth century, led by Henri Matisse
42 -Delaunay's early paintings like the Eiffel Tower
43 -Frantisek Kupka
44- For example: Fugue in Two Colors, 1912, or 1912 color temperatures.
45 -Gestual Abstraction
46 -Autographic Mark
47 -Adolph Gottlieb
48 -The Frozen Soundo Number 1951
49 -Mark Rothko: One of the pioneers of abstract expressionism movement
50 -Robert Motherwell: Painters of the school of abstract expressionism and the New York School
51 -Lucian Freud،: Modernist critics
52 -Franze Kline
53 -Middle Genaration
54 -Jean Fautrier
55 -Galerie Dorouin
56 -Hostage
57 -Art in Formel
58 -Hard Edge
59 -Kenneth Noland
60) -Cantabil(1962)
61 -Jasper Johns
62 -Frank Stella
63- Literalism: has two meaning, Fidelity to the original meaning of the word and second is Realistic
representation of something in art or literature. Here means concentration on object itself not what it
represents.
64 -Shape as Form
65 -Literal shape
66 -Depicted Shape
67 -Specific Objects
68 -Minimal Art
69 -Robert Morris
70 -Anish Kapoor
71 -Passage (1993)
72 -Ferdinand Kriwet
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